
 

 

 

 Contribution to the investigation into Liverpool Riverside 

 Constituency Labour Party 

 

1. We understand that the National Executive Committee of the Labour Party has directed an 

investigation into the affairs of our Constituency Labour Party (CLP).  

 

2. Various reasons have been given in the press for this investigation. It has been three weeks 

until we saw any kind of official notice. We do not know who will be conducting it, what 

questions they will be asking, whether this is a matter of party discipline or any other details. 

We do not even know the extent to which party activity is suspended, save that one 

newspaper has said that we cannot hold an AGM. 

 

3. This state of uncertainty is not good for party morale or togetherness. It offers no 

encouragement to members to come forward and express their views. It does not help the 

investigators either, who are finding themselves having to explain their position as they go 

along.  

 

4. Nevertheless, we believe it would be helpful if we set out our concerns about the state of this 

CLP, indicating where the problems have arisen and dealing with some of the accusations 

that have been levelled at certain members or the CLP in general. Much of this will have to 

do with the CLP's overall working and the help it might give to bring about the next Labour 

government. 

 

 OVERALL WORKING OF THE CLP 

 

5. Liverpool Riverside is, politically, a safe Labour constituency. The sitting MP has one of the 

largest majorities in the country. Six of the seven council wards that make up the 

constituency are represented solely by Labour councillors (the exception, St Michael's, is 

held by the Greens). Overall the City Council is 'safe Labour'.  

 

6. The 'safeness' of the seats does not take away the responsibility to campaign for Labour's 

objectives. We should not and do not take our local voters for granted.  We are also part of a 

wider movement and what we do helps the efforts of neighbours in more marginal areas. 

Like all other constituencies we play a part in electing the regional and national Party 

leadership and determining through conferences the Party's overall direction. 

 

 ON THE STREETS 

 

7. The Party's first objective is to win elections and one election or another usually takes place 

in May each year. The CLP produces leaflets for delivery promoting the Labour candidate. 

For the Europe referendum a newspaper was produced. Outside election periods, some 

wards use the 'Labour Rose' format from the Party's campaign office to produce area-

specific leaflets for delivery.  

 

8. Door-to-door canvassing, using the Party's database, is limited by low numbers and varies 

with the commitment of the councillors of each ward. We have no way of telling how much 

of this goes on, save that from CLP campaign circulars it appears that some wards do not 

receive any attention. We invite you to examine canvass returns to see if we are right about 

this. 



 

 

 

9. A criticism of all this activity is that the political engagement is desperately low. Canvassers 

do not give out leaflets. The door-knocking 'while you were out' card mentions the Labour 

Party but gives no message. Absent from every single publication of this CLP is any 

mention of our national Party leadership and their fight against Tory austerity. We invite 

you to examine copies of this CLP's 'Labour Rose' leaflets and other election addresses and 

to ask: how is this gearing up the public for a change in society?  

 

10. What other public signs are there of the Party's existence? There are none. This CLP does 

not have a banner to take on demonstrations. It holds no public meetings. Its representatives 

are not seen on picket lines. It does not lend its name to local labour or community 

campaigns. It has a zero profile in the local press. A google search for any party activity will 

draw a blank. In short, in a city that is proud of its traditions of resistance and at a time when 

there is so much discontent about Tory Britain, the Labour Party in central Liverpool leaves 

a political vacuum. That is a vacuum that we as members of Riverside CLP want to get the 

Party to fill. 

 

 PARTY ADMINISTRATION 

 

11. Credit must be given to those members who have kept the CLP in existence at a time when 

for political reasons the Party lost so many members. Many of them are also City 

councillors who have had to 'double up' and run the constituency as well. Many Party 

formalities may have been thought unnecessary when numbers were so small. But any new 

member would feel this was an organisation in no fit shape.  

 

12. We can list the following: 

 

 (a)  Branch meetings do not take place, except in St Michaels ward. A resolution to revive 

 the branch structure was passed at the CLP meeting of October 2015 and remitted to the 

 CLP Executive but precisely nothing has been done to act upon it. 

 

 (b)  The system of trade union branches affiliating to this CLP does not exist. 

 

 (c)  The CLP General Committee meets once at the end of each month - except that it doesn't 

 meet in April because of elections, doesn't meet in August because of holidays and doesn't 

 meet in December because of Christmas. So it meets, in a normal year, just nine times. We 

 invite you to examine minutes from the last two years' meetings and check the numbers of 

 those attending. 

 

 (d)  The CLP elects an Executive Committee each year. That Committee does not meet 

 regularly. This year it has met twice and one of those occasions was only in response to the 

 filing of complaints (see below).  

 

 (e)  Neither the Executive Committee nor the Chair or Secretary nor any other of the 

 numerous elected officers ever reports to the CLP meetings. So for example, we as ordinary 

 members have no idea how many members this CLP has, how much money it has in its bank 

 account, what any of the officers has done or even what correspondence the CLP receives. 

 (The one exception to this is that the Campaign organiser reports to each meeting; in 

 practice this is no more than stating when the next door-knocking sessions will take place. 

 The meeting has never been asked for suggestions for campaign priorities) 



 

 

 

 (f)  The format of CLP meetings is set in uninviting stone. The meetings begin at 7pm or 

 very shortly after. The reports from the MP, councillors and campaign organiser routinely 

 take until 8.30pm. This leaves just 30 minutes for everything else.  

 

 (g)  It is open to extend the CLP meeting beyond the 9pm cut-off by suspending standing 

 orders. But only 15 minutes is allowed and the chair rules that during that 15-minute 

 extension no votes may be taken. We have asked for a copy of the rules that justify this 

 extraordinary ruling only to be told that the rules cannot be found. 

 

 (h) The CLP Secretary routinely does not reply to enquiries or correspondence. Notices are 

 now being circulated by the Chair, giving cause to speculate whether the Secretary is still in 

 post. 

 

 (i)  We invite you to find out when this CLP last submitted a motion to the Party's Annual 

 Conference. This year the matter did not even make it to the agenda of any CLP meeting. 

 

13. It is a disappointment that those who maintained the Party in lean times have seen the recent 

growth in membership as a threat rather than a benefit. There are political reasons for this no 

doubt, but even without the policy disagreements the quart will not fit in a pint pot. 

 

COMPLAINTS AND THE SUSPENSION 

 

14. Louise Ellman, together with Nick Small, first sought to tar members of the CLP with the 

brush of antisemitism at a time when such accusations had suddenly become fashionable 

within the Party. This was immediately after the 'March meeting' of the CLP which was held 

on Friday 1 April 2016. She apparently spoke to a journalist on the Murdoch-owned Sky 

news, while Nick Small took to the pages of the Tory-supporting Jewish Chronicle. We 

invite you to consider how appropriate it was for them to take to the media about the 

contents of a closed Party meeting and to ask whether their conduct did not of itself bring 

the Party into disrepute. 

 

15. Nick Small's tirade in fact displayed the very vice that he claims to oppose. In saying that 

'Jews in the meeting' felt deeply uncomfortable by the comments made, he made the 

assumption that all Jews in the CLP have the same opinions. Yet one of the speakers that he 

was denouncing had clearly prefaced her comment by saying that she was from a Jewish 

family. There is of course a diversity of views among Jewish people just as among any other 

grouping. Assuming that all Jews think the same way is one step along the road of 

antisemitism. 

 

16. All of these complaints, it should be stressed, were about CLP members who attended the 

monthly meetings, sat through reports, put their hands up, rose when called by the chair, 

asked questions of Louise Ellman and then sat down without at any stage being ruled out of 

order. It should also be noted that the questions she did not like were specifically about 

public statements she had made in the last month which had not featured in her lengthy 

written and oral reports. 

 

17. From press reports we could see that our MP Louise Ellman was calling for the CLP to be 

suspended in the middle of September, just as the Party's Annual Conference was set to open 

in this very constituency. She gave a wide-ranging interview to the Guardian journalist 



 

 

Ewen Macaskill in which she blamed 'a number of individuals for creating dissent and 

conflict' and denounced an attempt by 'this group' to take over party structures. She said she 

had been the victim of antisemitism and complained that some members asked too many 

questions about Israel and Palestine. 

 

18. Her complaint was in part founded on a 'dossier' that appeared anonymously, entitled An 

investigation into far-left infiltration of the Labour Party in Liverpool since September 

2015, which appeared on the internet on 15 September 2016. The dossier drew creatively on 

email traffic between individuals and transformed the long-established practice of 

caucussing into an alien takeover conducted with 'laser-like precision'. It demonised wider 

community campaigns that seek to protect libraries and green spaces. It produced a hit-list 

of constituency dissidents whom it described with varying degrees of inaccuracy. It 

concluded that Momentum was a party within a party and should be expelled. There is no 

better riposte than the comments of Peter Kilfoyle (see item 18 in our media bundle at 

Appendix B).  

 

19. We invite you to try to establish who wrote this dossier, observing only that both Louise 

Ellman and Cllr Nick Small took to twitter in the early hours of its publication day to 

broadcast its contents.  

 

 ANTISEMITISM 

 

20. Some of us have dealt earlier with the antisemitism issue in the context of the Party's 

Chakrabarti inquiry. Our submission is attached as Appendix A. We do not propose to add to 

it, save that two points have beeen raised by the anonymous dossier and have attracted press 

reports: 

 

21. The first is that one of our number suggested that we 'leave the issue of antisemitism issue 

until after the council elections', as though that meant we were not taking the issue seriously. 

A glance at the calendar is in order here. The council elections were in May. During the 

month of April the only 'complaint' that we were aware of was the complaint that we were 

considering making about Nick Small bringing the party into disrepute by putting into the 

Tory press the contents of a closed party meeting. We agreed not to pursue that matter while 

elections were pending. We stand by that decision. 

 

22. The second is that members were encouraged by an email of 22 June 2016 to attend a 

meeting in advance of the next CLP meeting in order to 'stop the vote for an antisemitism 

investigation against three Momentum members'. Word was leaking out that the CLP 

Executive had met on 1 June and referred a complaint against three members to the CLP 

meeting for an investigation to be authorised. (Nothing was formally circulated about this 

for the usual reason that the Executive and officers do not communicate to the membership). 

 

23. Word was also about that a separate complaint that some members had filed against Nick 

Small (for his conduct in speaking in such terms to the Tory press) had been dismissed by 

the Executive and not referred to the CLP. It was therefore apparent that complaints did not 

automatically get investigated, but that the party was required to make a decision. 

  

24. We had an understanding of what the complaints against the three members were (although 

the details have still not been sent to the three members concerned). We understood that the 

CLP would be invited to assess these complaints and decide whether they warranted 



 

 

investigation. We took the view that the complaints were groundless. We were therefore 

intending, when given the choice of voting for or against an investigation, to vote against. 

You will find our reasons for this view in the 'Appendix B' to our Chakrabarti submission. 

We stand by that asessment.  

 

25. In the event we need not have worried. The investigation did not appear on the CLP agenda 

that came out on 24 June 2016. The meeting of 1 July 2016 did not follow the agenda 

anyway as no business of any kind was transacted.  

 

26. No one has sought to blame the CLP officers for their manifest failure to have the matter 

discussed at the 1 July meeting. 

 

 POLITICAL CHANGE ON THE GROUND 

 

27. The discontent of Louise Ellman and Nick Small is not simply about Israel and Palestine, 

convenient though it may be to say so. Even within the format of the monthly meetings 

which has remained unchanged and highly restrictive, there are signs that the political 

balance has changed. The significant events were as follows: 

28. In November and December 2015 resolutions were tabled against the renewal of Trident and 

against the bombing of Syria. The tactic of the opponents - including all or most of the CLP 

officers - was not to speak against but instead to draft wrecking amendments that under 

conventional debating rules became the immediate focus of the meeting. So, for example, 

the resolution against Trident was 'amended' by committing the party merely to find out how 

to take part in the party's defence review. The resolution deploring plans to bomb Syria was 

'amended' to an invitation to the MP to vote according to her conscience (she duly voted for 

the bombing). The amendments were passed with comfortable majorities. A similar fate 

befell a resolution about local government cutbacks at the meeting in February 2016. 

29. In the course of the debate on Syria the Chair also managed to restrict discussion by 

declaring that while Standing Orders could be extended for 15 minutes, no decision could be 

voted on during that extra period. This was a bizarre ruling on any view but in a CLP where 

resolutions are never reached until the last half-hour it was entirely inappropriate. We have 

since asked for a copy of the rules that show this. We have been told that the rules have been 

lost. 

30. The March meeting (held on 1 April) was the first occasion on which the voting numbers did 

not stack. The meeting commendably departed from its normal agenda to start with a ballot 

to nominate for the six constituency representatives on the NEC. The counting then took 

place during the MP report. Both the 'Progress' slate and the 'Grassroots Alliance' slate were 

identified. Five of the six 'Grassroots Alliance' candidates were nominated by a small but 

decisive majority. Thereafter a resolution opposing the Government's Trade Union Bill and 

calling on the City council to take practical steps against it was passed unanimously. There 

was no wrecking or stopping this resolution, although we do not know to this day whether it 

was ever forwarded to the Council or anywhere else.  

31. It was the 1 April meeting that gave rise to the 'antisemitism' complaints, although one of the 

complaints related to the month before. But the 1 April meeting was also the first time that 

the CLP officers had been outvoted.  

32. No meeting of any kind was held at the end of April by reason of the council elections. This 

is normal practice. No meeting of any kind was held in May either, ostensibly because of the 



 

 

referendum campaign. The June meeting was delayed by a week and was held on 1 July 

2016.  

33. In the week after the referendum of 23 June 2016 there was a full-scale attempt by the right 

wing of the party to topple Jeremy Corbyn's leadership. A series of resignations by members 

of the Shadow Cabinet was orchestrated with the media. A number of us prepared an 

emergency resolution for the CLP of 1 July 2016, confident that it would be deemed an 

emergency. The meeting was well-attended.  

34. The Chair opened the meeting saying that the circulated agenda of the meeting would not be 

followed, that there would be a general discussion of where things were but that no 

resolutions would be taken. She refused to reconsider this view. A motion of no confidence 

in the chair was tabled. It was declared lost by 68 to 67. A lively discussion took place 

nevertheless, opened by Louise Ellman's enthusiastic call for Jeremy Corbyn to resign and 

followed by speaker after speaker expressing confidence in him. 

35. The following day Saturday 2 July 2016 saw around 3.000 march through the City Centre in 

support of Jeremy Corbyn's leadership.  

36. The decision of the NEC to ban all regular Party meetings over the summer prevented any 

meeting taking place in July 2016.   

37. On 1 August 2016 a rally welcoming Jeremy Corbyn to Liverpool attracted a crowd of 

around 10,000 to St George's Plateau. On 2 August 2016 an invitation-only rally welcoming 

Owen Smith to Liverpool attracted a crowd of around 80 people and an ice-cream van to a 

green space in the Baltic triangle area. 

38. On 10 August 2016 it was announced that Steve Rotheram would be the Party's candidate 

for 'Metro Mayor' of the Liverpool City Region. Even on a doctored franchise that excluded 

members with less than a full year's membership, he had beaten the Mayor of Liverpool, the 

choice of the CLP officers, by a comfortable margin.  

39. On 11 August 2016 the CLP held a special meeting to nominate for the party leadership. The 

meeting was properly conducted on all sides and nominated Jeremy Corbyn by 115 votes to 

37. 

40. The September meeting had been the AGM in 2015, but the holding of the party conference 

in Liverpool was considered sufficient reason for not holding any September meeting at all. 

41. One might have expected the AGM then to be held on 28 October. The Party's model rules 

state that the AGM shall be held in (presumably September for Riverside) "or, in the event of 

such meeting not being held in that month for any reason, as soon thereafter as possible."  

(Chapter 7, Clause 9, Section 1) 

42. The Chair stated by email to one member that this would not happen as branches had to be 

notified. As the CLP does not operate with a delegate structure, this explanation did not 

make sense. When the notice went out for the October meeting, it declared there would be 

no normal meeting. Instead there would be a 'housing forum', held in a small room at a 

different and undisclosed venue. Members were required to register their attendance in 

advance and could only attend if given a ticket (and told where the venue was). The notice 

promised that the AGM would take place in November.  

43. On 27 October 2016, the day before the 'housing forum', the Liverpool Echo carried the 



 

 

story that there would be an investigation into the CLP. No confirmation was sent out by 

either local, regional or national officials until 16 November 2016. 

44. This review of the last twelve months supports the conclusion that the officers and MP 

realised that they had lost political control of the CLP meetings. Since the party conference 

they have been playing for time and either knew or guessed that the party would be 

suspended. If they had any advance notice, they hid this from the membership. Their 

complaints about the behaviour of members they disagree with are disappointingly 

predictable. They are also unfounded. 

DISCIPLINARY ISSUES 

45. One distressing feature of politics this summer has been the Party's disciplinary processes. 

The average member has little idea of how they work. The high-profile cases are reported 

and the reports bear no resemblance to the procedure set out in the 2016 rulebook.  

46. What has happened over social media is but one example. The Party has a code by which 

members using social media are expected to abide. It is hidden away on membersnet and 

very few members know about it. This summer the Party could usefully have sent it round to 

all members and issued warnings to people who were not complying with it. Instead the 

central office used suspension of membership without notice as its weapon of choice with no 

idea of what to do next.  

47. At a local level, we have had no idea how a complaint would be handled. We understand 

that members at our rare Executive meeting of 1 June 2016 were told by a regional official 

not to discuss the antisemitism complaint but to refer it to the CLP, but were allowed by that 

same regional official to dismiss the complaint made against Nick Small. This inconsistent 

approach does not inspire confidence. 

48. The Chakrabarti report published on 30 June 2016 comments (at page 15) that 'As with other 

major political parties, there is a lack of clarity and confidence in current disciplinary 

procedures from all sides of the Party'. The report makes a number of proposals and 

attempts in an appendix a major rewrite of the rules. We understand the National Executive 

Committee has the report on its agenda and trust that it will take it more seriously than the 

press has. 

49. A simple 'who you can complain to, what happens next and who ends up deciding what' 

would not eliminate the disagreements within the party which have political roots. But it 

would surely cut out a great deal of the arguing and hostile publicity. 

IN CONCLUSION 

50. We are confident that you will conclude that the issues within Riverside CLP are capable of 

being handled through the Party's normal democratic channels. We look forward to being 

able to resume normal constituency activity as soon as possible. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

APPENDIX A 
 
Submission to the Chakrabarti Inquiry from members of Riverside 
CLP, Liverpool. 

 
Introduction 

1. We are members of the Riverside CLP in Liverpool. Some of us have been members 
for many years, one for over forty years, and some of us have joined or re-joined 
within the last year.  

 

2. Most of us have been involved in anti-racist activities for many years. 
 

3. We are writing this submission to express our outrage at the current witch-hunt 
against honest members of the Party, many of long standing with a proven and 
honourable record of anti-racism.  

 

4. Accusations are not being made in good faith, nor in isolation and they are 
motivated by a number of ambitions. The first is to undermine the party’s 
leadership and to obstruct the progress Labour has made since the last General 
Election. A longer-term motive is to prevent the Labour Party from supporting the 
cause of the Palestinians by making Palestine issues ‘too difficult to discuss’ for fear 
of being accused of racism.  

 

5. The complaints are accompanied by a campaign for an illogical amendment to the 
Party’s disciplinary rule-book; we discuss this below. 

 

6. It is Labour's position on Palestine that is fundamentally at issue in this debate. 

Racism and antisemitism 
7. Antisemitism, being the oldest form of British racism, is buried deep within our 

culture. Chaucer’s The Prioress’s Tale is just one example of many from literature, 
and there is a hostile reference to Jews in Magna Carta. England was the pioneer of 
antisemitic pogroms against the Jewish community, in York in the thirteenth 
century. Antisemitism has a particularly strong history within the British 
establishment, which for years excluded Jews from higher positions in society.  

 

8. At street level, antisemitism has routinely accompanied other forms of racism. 
Fascists chose to march through Cable Street in 1936 as it was part of a significant 
Jewish community. 

 

9. The labour movement has been at its best when it stands up against racism and 
fascism. To give one example, our local trades council minutes from the early 1900s 
contain several expressions of support for the 'Hebrew cabinet-makers' in their 
various labour disputes.  

 

10. Our own experience is that the Labour Party has been a relatively safe environment 
for all those communities who suffer discrimination or abuse because of race, 
religion or sexual orientation. Inevitably, from time to time clumsy expressions will 
reflect a more deep-seated racism in society at large, but for the most part our 
Party and members are at the forefront of challenging backward attitudes, including 



 

 

antisemitism. 
 

11. So antisemitism should be challenged whenever it rears its head. However, today 
there are more prevalent forms of racism in British society, as the Pew Poll of 2014 
shows. The poll shows hostility towards Jews at 7%, whilst hostility towards 
Muslims (26%) and Roma (50%) is far higher. See 
http://www.migranttales.net/pew-research-center-survey-anti-immigration-and-anti-
minority-sentiment-runs-high-before-euro-elections/  

 

12. It appears to us that there are far more glaring examples of racism in our political 
culture than those firing the present 'antisemitism' witch-hunt. Boris Johnson’s 
comments on Obama, or Zac Goldsmith’s racist election campaign against Sadiq 
Khan, for example. Why the attack on the Labour Party, and why antisemitism? 

Labour and Zionism 
13. The project known as Zionism was to set up a separate homeland for Jewish 

people. The idea began to circulate at the end of the 19th century and was 
articulated in successive conferences. Many Jewish people, then as now, 
fundamentally disagreed with it, saying quite rightly that Jewish people were part of 
their home national communities and should not have to emigrate to achieve 
security. 

 

14. The tradition of Labour and socialist support for oppressed minorities was all too 
easily channelled into support for a state of Israel. It appeared to many that a 
separate 'Jewish homeland' would be an answer to the persecution of the 1930s 
and early 1940s. Socialists whose forbears opposed the Enclosure Acts and the 
subjugation of the Irish could not or would not see that the state of Israel would be 
established through massacres and ethnic cleansing. This was a culpable failure, as 
Britain had administered a League of Nations mandate in Palestine for over 20 
years. Those who served in the Army in Palestine or in the pre-1948 Palestine police 
force well knew the impact of Jewish insurgents (who today would rightly be called 
'terrorists'). 

 

15. The subsequent expansionism of Israel has caused many to think again. A state 
that incorporates race into its definition of citizenship is by definition racist. The 
creation of hundreds of thousands of refugees, the discrimination within Israel 
itself, the apartheid system of the West Bank (separate housing, separate roads, 
separate legal systems etc) and the ongoing siege of Gaza have convinced many 
that it is the Palestinians whom they should support. 

 

16. In recent years the pro-Israel position of the Labour Party has begun to change. 
The current wave of complaints about antisemitism is a direct and desperate 
response to that change.  

 
Witch-hunts past and present 

17. We have been here before, of course, with some of the same protagonists. In 2011 
the University and College Union had to defend a tribunal application brought by 
one of its members, a Mr R Fraser. Prominent witnesses in his support were Jeremy 
Newmark (now of the Jewish Labour Movement) and Labour MPs Denis MacShane 
and John Mann. The tribunal in a lengthy reserved judgment of March 2013 (case 

http://www.migranttales.net/pew-research-center-survey-anti-immigration-and-anti-minority-sentiment-runs-high-before-euro-elections/
http://www.migranttales.net/pew-research-center-survey-anti-immigration-and-anti-minority-sentiment-runs-high-before-euro-elections/


 

 

2203290/2011) made short work of their evidence (see paragraph 148) and 
dismissed every one of the complaints.  

 

18. The present round of claims that antisemitism has increased within the Labour 
Party is in a similar vein. The dispute over the Oxford University Labour Club 
attracted massive publicity. Alex Chalmers, the co-chair of that club, resigned his 
position over what he claimed was antisemitic behaviour in 'a large proportion' of 
members. His claim was taken up and amplified by Labour MPs John Mann and 
Louise Ellman. But all that had happened was that the club had endorsed Oxford’s 
Israeli Apartheid Week, an annual awareness-raising exercise by student groups 
which support Palestinian rights. Chalmers, it turned out, had worked for the Britain 
Israel Communications and Research Centre (BICOM), a leading pro-Israel lobby 
group. The Royall report found no evidence of antisemitism in the Labour Club. 

 

19. Other charges made against Party members appear to us to be either plain false, or 
based on no more than an unfortunate turn of phrase or slip of the tongue. Naz 
Shah MP, for example, re-tweeted in 2014 (at the height of Israel's last invasion of 
Gaza) a tongue-in-cheek cartoon from the website of noted Jewish scholar Norman 
Finkelstein. The cartoon makes the point that Israel could not survive without US 
support and so suggests it would be better located in that country. For John Mann 
to compare her action with Adolf Eichmann, the architect of the final solution, is 
ludicrous and disturbing and indeed worthy of censure in its own right. 

 

20. At the heart of these complaints is an attempt to conflate the words Zionist and 
Jewish, and, flowing from that, the equation of anti-Zionism with antisemitism. This 
is again an attempt to make it very difficult to speak out against the decades-long, 
systematic discrimination of the Israeli state. It is an attempt to silence. 

 

21. A similar motive lies behind the suggestion that the Jewish Labour Movement 
provide advice and training on issues of antisemitism. This group is affiliated to the 
World Zionist Movement and clearly allied to Israel and the pro-Israel lobby. There 
are other Jewish groups, like JBIG, Jews for Justice and Peace in Palestine, 
Freespeechonisrael, and our local group, Merseyside Jews for Peace and Justice 
who should at least have an equal presence and say. 

Taking MacPherson's name in vain 

22. Alongside the attempts to smear and expel Party members goes an attempt to 
change the rulebook. A proposal is circulating to amend the disciplinary procedure 
to include this gem: "Where a member is responsible for a hate incident, being 
defined as something which the victim or anyone else (sic) think (sic) was 
motivated by hostility or prejudice based on disability, race, religion, transgender 
identity or sexual orientation, the NEC may have the right to impose the 
appropriate disciplinary options ..."  The explanatory text accompanying this 
proposal suggests that it 'gives due regard' to the MacPherson definition of a racist 
incident. 

 

23. As happened in the UCU tribunal (see paragraph 148 again) the ground-breaking 
report of Lord MacPherson is being woefully misinterpreted. MacPherson was not 
rewriting the criminal law of the land, he was issuing guidance to police 



 

 

investigators. Police officers are directed not to write off claims that incidents are 
racist and are required to take the view of a victim as a starting-point. But it 
remains the function of a court of law to form its own view whether an offence is 
racially aggravated or not. The NEC cannot delegate its judgment to the victim of 
an alleged incident, let alone to 'the victim or anyone else'. 

 

24. David Feldman’s sub-report to the All-Party Parliamentary Group Against  
Antisemitism puts it like this:  

"It is sometimes suggested that when Jews perceive an utterance or action to be anti-
Semitic that this is how it should be described. In the UK this claim looks for support to 
the 1999 Stephen Lawrence Inquiry, written by Lord Macpherson of Cluny. There 
Macpherson wrote that ‘a racist incident’ is “any  incident  which is perceived to be racist 
by the victim or any other person.” If we look at the context in which this quotation 
appears, it is unambiguously clear Macpherson intended to propose that such racist 
incidents require investigation. He did not mean to imply that such incidents are 
necessarily racist. However, Macpherson’s report has been misinterpreted and misapplied 
in precisely this way. Its authority has been thrown behind the view that such incidents 
should, by definition, be regarded as racist. In short, a definition of antisemitism 
which takes Jews’ feelings and perceptions as its starting point and which looks 
to the Macpherson report for authority is built on weak foundations." (our 
emphasis) 

 

The disciplinary process 
25. We are concerned that the Party has been suspending some members without 

telling them how long they are suspended for, what they are supposed to have 
done, or who is accusing them.  

 

26. It is completely out of order for Ken Livingstone, whose anti-racist stance over 
decades is a matter of public record, to have been forced to give up his place on 
the National Executive Committee simply because there has been no timetable set 
for his disciplinary procedure.  

 

27. The Party's civil service has been swift to suspend and content to leave members in 
limbo. Are false accusers, if and when they are exposed, to be suspended, pending 
investigation?  

 

 
The Liverpool experience 
 

28. We have had direct experience of this in Liverpool Riverside CLP. Our MP is Louise 
Ellman, a principal defender of Israel’s policies in Parliament. Our CLP meetings 
always open with a report from Ms Ellman, in which she details her work as MP.  
The delivery of her report normally takes around 20 minutes. She never mentions 
her Israel advocacy in her monthly reports save for vague references to the 'Middle 
East'. On a number of occasions she has been questioned, in the limited time 
afforded to members, about her defending this or that oppressive Israeli policy.  

 

29. After our CLP members’ meeting at the beginning of April, an article appeared in 
The Jewish Chronicle on April 6th, in which both Ms Ellman and a prominent Labour 
councillor from our constituency, Mr Nick Small, were quoted alongside statements 



 

 

from an unattributed source who claimed to have been present at the meeting and 
who alleged a 'terrifying level of Jew-hate'. According to the Chronicle, Mr Small 
claimed attacks had come ‘from a tiny but vocal group who seem hell-bent on 
attacking our MP in an orchestrated, horrible, personalised way. They are trying to 
create an atmosphere of intimidation and hostility that is making many members, 
particularly Jewish members, feel deeply uncomfortable.' 

 

30. This report might easily be written off as an angry rant (although for a 'senior 
councillor' to sound off to a Conservative-supporting newspaper about the conduct 
of a closed meeting is deplorable in itself). But when the story was recycled in the 
Sunday Express of 1 May it was said that Mr Small had 'lodged a formal complaint'. 
One of us wrote to the CLP Chair, Hetty Wood, asking the following: Has a 
complaint been made?; Who is dealing with the complaint?; Who has made the 
complaint?; Who are the people being complained about?; What are the exact 
nature of the complaints? Ms Wood refused to answer any questions, citing data 
protection. However, we found out after the Executive met on June 1st, that Mr 
Small claims antisemitic statements have been made by three members. These 
members have simply criticised the state of Israel, but he is demanding an 
antisemitism inquiry. 

 

31. These methods are reminiscent of the 1950’s anti-communist hysteria, and of the 
junior senator for Wisconsin, not the Labour Party. They certainly fly in the face of 
any notions of natural justice. 

 

32. We want to state clearly that there have been no personal attacks of any kind 
within our hearing made on Ms Ellman. On the contrary, her diligence in the 
constituency has been acknowledged verbally during meetings by at least one of 
the signers of this submission. 

 

33. Questions have been asked, however, about Ms Ellman’s well known record of 
defending the actions of Israel. Mr Small’s actions, in speaking to a media already 
engaged in an all-out assault on Jeremy Corbyn’s leadership immediately prior to 
important local elections, undermine the Party and bring it into disrepute. They are 
also a form of bullying, an attempt to silence those members who wish to question 
the actions of Israel.  

 

34. This bullying took the form of Mr Small trying to shout down one questioner at our 
CLP. His allegations in the Jewish Chronicle are an extension of that kind of political 
thuggery.  

 

35. We have written to our Regional Party office to complain about Mr Small’s 
behaviour, but it has referred the matter back to our CLP Executive. Our scepticism 
about this body’s readiness or ability to address our grievance was borne out by the 
CLP Executive’s vote on 1 June not to refer our complaint to the CLP - yet they 
voted to refer Mr Small’s insulting accusations against some of our number.  

 
36. These votes took place in the dark, after an official who was present from the 

Regional Party office stipulated that no discussion of the matter could be permitted, 
as it would be ‘prejudicial’ – this despite the fact that Mr Small’s accusations had 
been plastered all over the Jewish Chronicle and the Sunday Express. His public 



 

 

accusations were not deemed to be ‘prejudicial’, whilst an open discussion at a 
private CLP Exec meeting was! This is not legal process, it is an attempt to silence.  

 

37. We have added our letter of complaint as APPENDIX A and Mr Small’s allegations 
and our rebuttal as APPENDIX B. 

 

38. These experiences mean we know all too well how the charge of antisemitism is 
being used to bully and silence. We hope that your investigation restores a sense of 
proportion to the Palestine debate and gives the Party some guidance as to its 
disciplinary procedures in future. 

 
For open, respectful debate in the Labour Party! 
Anti-Zionism is not anti-semitism!  
 

Jane Airs   John Airs 
Kevin Byrne   John Davies 
Alison Down   Jeremy Hawthorn 
David Hookes  Helen Marks  
Joel Murray   Kal Ross 
Lynda Sergeant  David Walters 
Audrey White 

 

5 June 2016 
 
 

APPENDIX A - our complaint against Nick Small 
Dear Anna Hutchinson, 

Complaint against Councillor Nick Small, Riverside CLP 

We wish to lodge a formal complaint against Councillor Nick Small of Riverside CLP for the 

reasons below. 

1. Following a CLP meeting on April 1st Mr Small went outside the meeting and spoke to the 

press (The Jewish Chronicle) making various false allegations against unidentified members of the 

Party. In the absence of a denial from Mr Small of the allegations attributed to him by The Jewish 

Chronicle, we can only assume that he is happy for these allegations to remain in the public domain. 

Speaking to the press to express his own opinion on private CLP proceedings is surely not to be 

condoned by the Labour Party as being an acceptable practice.  

As you will know, Mr Small should have followed due process as laid down in the Rule Book and 

either bring a motion to the next meeting, stating the charge, identifying the supposed culprits and 

stating explicitly the grounds for the charge - or by bringing the matter to the CLP executive. 

His behaviour has made the CLP a very unsafe place in which to conduct legitimate political debate. 

His statements to The Jewish Chronicle have since been repeated in other press reports and social 

media exchanges as though they were statements of truth. 

2. Secondly, we think the appropriate Labour Party body should censure Mr Small for making 

false accusations (against un-named persons). According to The Jewish Chronicle, Mr Small made a 

serious allegation of anti-semitism. According to Mr Small, one of the un-named persons posed the 

question that, if it were true that there had been a rise in anti-semitism could it be that this was in 

part due to the behaviour of the Israeli government and its policies in relation to the Palestinians.  

How is this question anti-semitic?  The Independent, of Weds 24th August 2014, quoted The 

Community Security Trust, a charity whose stated aim is to monitor anti-semitic incidents, as 

claiming that anti-semitic incidents were up 500% in the UK since the start of the bombardment of 

Gaza in 2014. 



 

 

At the meeting Mr Small refers to, the critical contributions by others in relation to Israel/Palestine 

were also political in content, not anti-semitic. People are entitled to and should be encouraged to 

engage in political debate on the issues surrounding Israel, Palestine and the Occupation. How else 

does one arrive at a viable policy? The consequence of Mr Small's intervention is to stifle legitimate 

and much needed discussion. One can only conclude that Mr Small is adopting a definition of anti-

semitism that equates criticism of Israel with anti-semitism. 

3. Thirdly, Mr Small should be censured for misrepresenting the mood of Jews in the 

constituency. In saying that particularly Jews in the meeting were ‘deeply offended’ by the 

comments made by the accused, he is implying that ALL Jews in the CLP have the same opinions. 

Is this not itself racist? In fact, one of those who spoke clearly prefaced her comments by saying she 

herself was from a Jewish family. 

In making his comment did Mr Small not realise he was offending another Jew? Are some Jews to 

be deemed more worthy of attention and respect than others? Is he not aware that there is a large 

percentage of Jews, both in this country and in the diaspora, who are neither Zionist nor supporters 

of present day Israel.  

4. Fourthly, Mr Small described the people he accused as being from “the hard left”. All of the 

un-named accused are supporters of Jeremy Corbyn, his policies and values, and are all bona fide 

members of the Party. Is it a matter of disgrace to support the leader of the Labour Party?  Would it 

be acceptable for the accused to publicly describe Mr Small as being on the “hard right”? We 

believe his accusation was aimed at discrediting supporters of Mr Corbyn prior to the local elections 

and of driving them out of our Party.  

5.  Fifth, Mr Small described the un-named accused as “infiltrators”. Most of the presumed 

accused have been members of the Labour Party on and off for 30+ years, one for at least 40 years. 

As for the others, are all those who joined after Jeremy Corbyn's election to be deemed 

“infiltrators”? Or just those who disagree with Mr Small? What did Mr Small know about the 

politics in general of the presumed accused when he made such a pejorative accusation? It is a 

smear he should retract. 

6.  Lastly, Mr Small wrongly said the un-named accused were waging a personal and abusive 

campaign against MP Louise Ellman. Mrs Ellman is naturally going to be the subject of critical 

questioning because she consistently campaigns on behalf of Israel both inside and outside 

parliament. She fails to include this pro-Israel activity in her monthly CLP reports. Those who have 

challenged her have not been abusive in any way and have regularly acknowledged the other work 

she does for our constituency. 

We believe that Mr Small’s behaviour has brought the Party into disrepute, and we are asking the 

NW Regional office to investigate our complaint. Since Mr Small and his supporters are on the CLP 

executive, we don’t think it is appropriate for our CLP Executive to investigate this matter.  

We believe that Mr Small’s false accusations of anti-semitism have debased the true meaning of that 

word. This is particularly hurtful for Jewish people whose families and relatives have been 

subjected to prejudice, hatred and murder. 

We look forward to hearing from you. 

Helen Marks  

John Airs 

John Davies 

Alison Down 

Dave Hookes 

 

 

APPENDIX B - Nick Small's complaint and our response 
 
a)  The Complaint made by Nick Small 
For some time now, a small but organised group of members have asked sometimes very 



 

 

hostile, orchestrated questions during our MP’s (Louise Ellman) parliamentary report at 
CLP meetings. 
Our CLP met on 1st April. At that meeting a member David Hookes (Mossley Hill Branch) 
made remarks about Israel being behind ISIS. He said that he’d seen on the internet that 
airstrikes had killed a member of the Israeli armed forces operating covertly in ISIS and 
asked Louise did she now regret her vote to support airstrikes on Syria by the RAF now 
that Israelis were being killed. 
Another member, Helen Marks (Mossley Hill Branch) then made the statement saying that 
Louise talks about the global rise of anti-semitism, but in Helen’s view anti-semitism is 
caused by the existence of Israel. 
At our previous meeting on 26th February, a member Lynda Sergeant (St Michael’s 
Branch), in response to statements by others about military tunnels in Gaza, made a 
comparison between Gaza tunnels and tunnels created in the Warsaw ghetto by those 
being persecuted by Nazi Germany.  
I believe that all these statements are deeply offensive, ill-founded and anti-semitic. I 
believe that in each of these cases, criticism goes way beyond legitimate criticism of the 
actions of the Israeli government and uses Israel and Israeli citizens as proxies for attacks  
on Jewish people. I believe that the organised way that these people are acting is 
intentionally designed to create a deeply hostile and intimidating environment that makes 
many members, particularly Jewish members, feel uncomfortable. 
I don’t believe these views have any place within Labour’s broad church, nor do I believe 
these members have any place within the Labour Party. 
 
b)  Our response 
The entirety of this complaint has to do with some questions asked of the MP during 
constituency meetings. At no time did the chair of the meeting seek to rule any of these 
contributions out of order.  
The first ninety minutes of the two-hour constituency meeting are invariably taken up with 
reports from representatives. The MP report and questions takes a full 40 minutes. Louise 
Ellman provides a written report which could go out in advance but doesn't. One of us has 
suggested that this agenda item should be shortened to make time for resolutions and 
debate, at which the chair said that the MP report was an important process of holding our 
representative to account. So it is no surprise that the MP report becomes the main topic 
of each meeting.  
Louise Ellman is known as a principal defender of Israel in the British Parliament. Neither 
her written nor her verbal report ever refer to this role that she plays, save that the two 
words 'Middle East' usually appear (without elaboration) in the written report. We do not 
agree with her position and we seek to hold her to account. Each time we have raised the 
issue, it has arisen from a public statement or appearance she has made, upon which she 
has not reported to the meeting. 
At the February meeting Louise Ellman was challenged for her recent Parliamentary 
intervention, which was not mentioned in her written report. It was put to her that on 23 
February 2016 she had sought to deflect a Parliamentary question about Israeli 
settlements with a wholly irrelevant comment about 'Gaza tunnels'. She said she was 
simply putting her own question that was on the list (which was not true). There followed 
some other contributions from the floor in the course of which Lynda Sergeant likened the 
essential supply lines of the Gaza tunnels to the essential supply lines of the Warsaw 
ghetto tunnels, observing that both were a natural and commendable reaction to an 
oppressive siege. 
Her contribution is not antisemitic. Comparisons between the two sieges have been made 



 

 

by people all round the world, by anti-war movements in Europe and the US, on the 
opinion pages of major US newspapers, by Richard Falk (the former UN Human Rights 
Rapporteur) and a host of others. The only way it might be considered offensive is in 
pointing out that Gaza is under siege. 
At the meeting of 1 April, David Hookes asked a question about Syria. He had at earlier 
meetings spoken strongly against the proposed bombing of Syria. He now asked whether 
Ms Ellman regretted voting for the bombing of Syria (which she had done in the 
Parliamentary debate), as according to what he had read, there was a chance that the 
bombing might kill Israeli soldiers. 
His question is not antisemitic. At worst it suggested that Ms Ellman might be upset at the 
possible death of an Israeli soldier. If that was assumed of a Jewish person at random 
there might be cause for complaint (along the lines of 'why do you assume I support 
Israel'). But Ms Ellman has over years given her unwavering support to the actions of the 
Israeli armed forces. Would a question about the Saudi regime's enthusiasm for beheading 
political opponents amount to Anti-Arab racism? Patently not; the question in each case 
relates to governments, not races, peoples or religions.  
Later in the meeting of 1 April Helen Marks responded to a recent speech by Louise Ellman 
at the inauguration of Merseyside Friends of Israel (MFI), which as usual had not featured 
in her monthly report. She challenged Ms Ellman's assertion that there was a rise in 
antisemitism. She added that if (a big if) there is a rise in antisemitism, the actions of the 
state of Israel have contributed to that (Mr Small does not quote her correctly). 
Her opinion is not antisemitic. When Israeli politicians seek to conflate Zionism with 
Judaism as a protection against criticism, there is inevitably a risk that uninformed people 
may 'take their word for it' and conclude from Israel's oppressive conduct that the Jewish 
people are naturally oppressors. As a Jewish woman Helen is particularly concerned about 
that. 
We should record that in this very discussion Ms Ellman said that criticism of the Israeli 
government was not the same as antisemitism. On this point at least we agree with her! 
 
It is pure fantasy on Mr Small's part to say that these questions - and they have always 
been couched as questions given the format of the meeting - 'use Israel and Israeli 
citizens as proxies for attacks on Jewish people'. We have never so much as directed a 
comment to anyone else.  
The individuals who are subject of this complaint may make further representations on 
their own account if there really is to be a disciplinary process arising from these two 
meetings. 
We are of course flattered to be described as 'organised'. But what we suspect is really 
arousing the ire of Mr Small is that increasing numbers of Labour Party members, as 
among the general public, are coming to support the Palestinians. The current witch-hunt 
against Labour Party members, of which this is one lamentable instalment, is a desperate 
attempt to reverse that trend. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

APPENDIX B 

 

Extracts from the media 

 

 

1  Tweet from Sky Journalist Dermot Murnaghan 03.04.16  

2  Tweet from Nick Small, Campaigns Officer, Riverside CLP 03.04.16  

3  Huffington Post article 03.04.16  

4 The Jewish Chronicle article 06.04.16  

5 Ewen MacAskill interviews a new Labour Party member 20.07.16  

6  Ewen MacAskill interviews Louise Ellman 13.09.16  

7  Tweets from Louise Ellman and Nick Small15.09.16  

8  Laura Hughes summaries key points of the anonymous dossier 15.09.16  

9  Liam Murphy summaries key points of the anonymous dossier 15.09.16  

10 Lucy Fisher summaries key points of an anonymous dossier 15.09.16  

11  The dossier is published on the Guido Fawkes website 15.09.16  

12  Jewish News quotes Louise Ellman’s tweet and the dossier 15.09.16  

13  Emilio Casalicchio summaries key points of an anonymous dossier 15.09.16  

14  Report of Owen Smith speech 16.09.16  

15 Liam Murphy speaks to Audrey White 16.09.16  

16  Tweet from Nick Small 21.09.16  

17  Liam Murphy speaks to both Audrey White and Nick Small 21.09.16  

18  Ewen MacAskill interviews Peter Kilfoyle 22.09.16  

19  Marcus Dysch and Daniel Sugarman interview Louise Ellman 22.09.16  

20  Alistair Houghton article 22.09.16 

21  Liverpool Echo article 23.09.16  

22  Sky News interviews Louise Ellman 24.09.16  

23  Daily Politics Show, 25.09.16  

24  Tweet from Louise Ellman 25.09.16  

25  Louise Ellman speaks to Merseyside BBC 26.09.16  

26 Liverpool Echo interviews Audrey White 13.10.16  

27  Liverpool Echo report 27.10.16  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Item 1 – Twitter, 3.51am on 3  April 2016 

Tweet from Sky Journalist Dermot Murnaghan:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this video clip, Louise Ellman voices her concerns about anti-Semitism in the Labour 

Party, saying that there needs to be more action, rather than just words 

 

 

 

Item 2 – Twitter, 5.04am on 3  April 2016 

Tweet from Nick Small, Campaigns Officer of Riverside CLP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Item 3 –  Huffington Post, 15.25 on 3  April 2016 

 

This article republishes Louise Ellman’s criticism of the Party in relation to managing anti-

Semitism 

Title: Jeremy Corbyn Letting Labour Members ‘Get Away’ With Being Anti-Semitic, MP Warns 

Caption: Louise Ellman says ‘it is not just about words, there has got to be some action’ 

Link: http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/entry/jeremycorbyn_ 

uk_57011e18e4b069ef5c00629d 

Key quotes 

Louise Ellman, who is herself Jewish, said that while Mr Corbyn had spoken out about the issue, 



 

 

not enough was being done to actually tackle the problem. 

She said that party members were being allowed to “get away” with posting anti-Semitic comments 

online. 

“I am very concerned about anti-Semitism in the Labour Party. Most members of the Labour Party 

are not anti-Semitic but some are,” she told Sky News’s Murnaghan programme. 

“Some are being allowed to get away with posting anti-Semitic comments in their tweets and on 

their websites. I have raised this in parliamentary meetings. 

“The leader has spoken out clearly that he is against anti-Semitism but it is not just about words, 

there has got to be some action, and we haven’t seen enough of that.” 

Shadow chancellor John McDonnell, a close ally of Mr Corbyn, insisted they were committed to 

dealing with the issue. 

“You can be a critic of the Israeli state and its role, but you mustn’t allow that to in any way be used 

by anti-Semites. We’ve got to root that out and we will do,” he told BBC1’s The Andrew Marr 

Show. 

Mr Corbyn said in March that anti-semitism was “totally unacceptable”. This came after Luciana 

Berger, another Jewish Labour MP, tweeted an example of some of the anti-Semitic tweets she 

receives. 

 

Item 4 – Jewish Chronicle, 6  April 2016 

This article paints a particular picture of the CLP meeting on 1 April, backed up by comments from 

Nick Small 

Title: Hard-left activists target Jewish MP in 'terrifying' campaign of abuse 

Link: http://www.thejc.com/news/uk-news/156227/hard-left-activists-target-jewish-mpterrifying- 

campaign-abuse 

Key quotes 

A veteran Labour MP has been targeted by activists who are “hell-bent” on attacking her at 

meetings of her constituency party — reportedly because she is Jewish. 

The orchestrated campaign against Louise Ellman, MP for Liverpool Riverside, from within her 

own local branch has created an “intimidating and hostile” atmosphere for Jewish members, a 

councillor in her constituency party said this week. 

The JC understands that antisemitic remarks were made on at least three occasions. 

One non-Jewish man, who has been a Labour member for more than 40 years, said that when he 

defended Mrs Ellman, a Momentum activist threatened him and told him he was “a Jewish 

Chronicle-reading Zionist fascist”. The level of Jew-hate was, he said, “terrifying”. 

During one meeting in February, activists discussed Hamas tunnels being dug from Gaza into Israel. 

One Momentum member was said to have compared the tunnels to those created by Jews trying to 

escape Nazi persecution in the Warsaw ghetto. 

At last Friday’s session, an attendee claimed Israel was backing Daesh terrorists and that the IDF 

was operating covertly among jihadis. Mrs Ellman was asked whether she regretted supporting 

British air strikes in Syria following the alleged death of Israelis in the conflict. 

She was also said to have been challenged on her work to combat antisemitism, with her attackers 

claiming the global rise of Jew-hate was “down to the existence of Israel”. 

Nick Small, a councillor in Liverpool, said the attacks had come from “a tiny but vocal group who 

seem hell-bent on attacking our MP in an orchestrated, horrible, personalised way.” 

“They are trying to create an atmosphere of intimidation and hostility that is making many 

members, particularly Jewish members, feel deeply uncomfortable.” 

Mr Small lodged a complaint with the party. Labour said it would investigate. 

 

Item 5 – Guardian, 20 July 2016 

Ewen MacAskill interviews a new Labour Party member about her views on the functioning of 



 

 

Riverside CLP 

Title: Labour & Liverpool: meeting the expectations of new members 

Text: Ewen MacAskill returns to Liverpool to meet a new Labour party member, inspired by Jeremy 

Corbyn’s leadership. But after the initial surge of optimism, is the Labour party structure willing 

and able to accommodate its new members? Sarah Byrne found constituency Labour party (CLP) 

meetings frustrating and aggressive talking shops, so what can be done to bring the new members 

into the fold? 

Link: https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/video/2016/jul/20/labour-liverpool-meetingnew- 

members-new-expectations-video 

Points made by member 

This member states that she finds Riverside CLP meetings “shoutie”, poorly organising, and not at 

all encouraging or inspiring. At the end of the video, she says that she will have a look at joining 

Momentum. 

 

Item 6 –  Guardian, 13 September 2016 

Ewen MacAskill interviews Louise Ellman 

Title: Why are Liverpool Riverside constituency meetings so divisive? The Labour MP discusses 

the ‘very unpleasant atmosphere’ with Ewen MacAskill 

Caption: Louise Ellman MP: ‘A small number are intent on creating dissent’ 

Link: https://www.theguardian.com/membership/2016/sep/13/louise-ellman-mp-liverpoolriverside- 

labour 

Key quotes 

She told me that she welcomed the influx of new members into the party, and blamed the fractious 

nature of meetings in her constituency on a handful of the CLP’s roughly 2,000 members. 

Ellman, who is chair of the Jewish Labour Movement and vice-chair of Labour Friends of Israel, 

has complained officially about what she said were antisemitic remarks at CLP meetings. 

Ms Ellman: “Riverside Labour party was a very constructive force in doing that. People engaged, 

[were] out in the community campaigning all the time. Within the constituency, the nature of 

politics is that people have different views and opinions but debates were always held in a very 

comradely way. Different views were expressed but we felt we were all working together. 

And that has changed a great deal very recently.” 

“It changed after the last general election. We got a lot of new members, as you know. I think a lot 

of those new members are very enthusiastic, very keen and it is great to see so many people 

enthused about politics. But I do think there are a number of individuals among them who are really 

committed to creating dissent and conflict, and have created very antagonistic situations. Most 

people are not doing that. But there are a number who are. And it is very unpleasant.” 

“People who are doing this are more interested in destroying than building. I think they want to 

depict Riverside CLP as run by people who are inactive and uninterested and they want to present 

themselves as people who want to be positively engaged. And, in fact, the reverse is true.” 

“No, It was after. It was after the general election. It all is since Jeremy became leader. Most of the 

people I am talking about, when they start to speak, preface their comments with ‘I am a supporter 

of Jeremy Corbyn’. And many of them say ‘I am only here because of Jeremy Corbyn’.” 

“They seem to be obsessed on Middle East issues.” 

“That seems to be obsessive with a small number of people. And in general – and again I stress this 

is a minority of people I am talking about – but they set the tone of what is happening and try to be 

dismissive of councillors who are doing very hard work.” 

“Conversations are solely about members and elected representatives. But the community of people 

who are not necessarily active at all are hardly mentioned when really that is who we are working 

for.” 

“We are probably talking about eight or nine people, something of that order, who set the tone. A lot 



 

 

of people who have joined are new to politics and it is great to see that. I think they see the whole of 

politics as being about protest and do not see protest as part of political activity and I always like to 

see a result from protest and look to change things. I think many of them think protest in itself is 

their objective.” 

“There were some remarks which I regard as antisemitic made to me at a meeting and a complaint 

has been made so I don’t want to say any more about that. But you have read what was in the 

Jewish Chronicle. I think that did depict the meeting.” 

“I think the whole lot of the new members are enthusiastic and it is great to see that. But I think 

those small number of people who are intent on creating dissent, some of those are people who have 

been in the party before or been in other political parties. The people creating this atmosphere are 

not necessarily young people at all. I would not want to say that. 

Some of the people have been involved before or involved in other parties, other groups and see an 

opportunity to come back.” 

“I want to see action against people – and this is not exclusive to Riverside at all, it is the Labour 

party generally – where comments of an antisemitic nature are dealt with immediately, without 

people having to campaign. I think some slow progress is being made.” 

“But in recent years it has become acceptable, apparently more acceptable, in the Labour party. That 

is what has to be stopped.” 

“I don’t think he [Jeremy Corbyn] is credible. I don’t think he can reach out to enough people. I 

don’t think he can move from making statements of principles to working out policies to secure 

results.” 

 

 

Item 7 – Twitter, 4.46am on 15 September 2016 

Louise Ellman announces the existence of the anonymous dossier against the Riverside 

Momentum group on twitter, sharing a link to the echo article, below, and referencing the 

times article, below –closely followed by Nick Small 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Item 8 – Daily Telegraph, 8.24am on 15  September 2016 

Laura Hughes summaries key points of the anonymous dossier 

Title: Momentum activist accused Jewish MP of using anti-Semitism in the party to ‘disgrace 

the left’ 

Caption: Jeremy Corbyn speaks in Parliament Square, where the Momentum campaign group 

are holding a “Keep Corbyn” demonstration 

Link: http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/09/15/momentum-activist-accused-jewish-mpof- 

using-anti-semitism-in-th/ 

Key quotes 

A Momentum activist accused a Jewish MP of using anti-Semitism in the party to “disgrace the 

left”, according to reports. 

Lynda Sergeant said Louise Ellman, the MP for Liverpool Riverside and chair of the Jewish Labour 

Movement, pushed the issue at local party meetings with a “martyred/victim look on her face.” 

The Times reports that a Momentum branch of the campaign group, the far-left grassroots 

organisation set up to support Mr Corbyn after his election victory, attempted to prevent an 

investigation into anti-Semitism. 

Complaints were made about three of its members by a local councillor. 

Elizabeth Hayden, a Momentum activist, reportedly called for a “clear plan to stop the vote for an 

anti-Semitism investigation” during a constituency meeting in Liverpool. 

In a text message, Ms Sergeant, who is understood to be one of those accused of anti-Semitism, is 

said to have written: “Can I suggest that we leave the anti-Semitism issue until after the local 

elections.” 

“Louise Ellman is ready for it to come up at every CLP and has that martyred/victim look on her 

face whenever it’s mentioned. I think it’s suiting her, shoring up her strategy to disgrace the left.” 

 

 

Item 9 –  Liverpool Echo, 11.39am on 15 September 2016 

Liam Murphy summaries key points of the anonymous dossier 

Title: Plot to unseat Liverpool Labour MP and councillors, leaked documents show 

Caption: Investigation said to show extent of efforts to ‘take over’ Liverpool Riverside Labour 

Party 

Link: http://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/news/liverpool-news/momentum-plot-liverpoollabour- 

riverside-11889907 

Key quotes 

Liverpool MP Louise Ellman has called for the suspension of a left-wing group within her party 

over fears it is trying to take it over. 

Documents handed to the ECHO reveal efforts by far left activists to take control of Liverpool’s 

Riverside constituency Labour party and deselect the local MP. 

An investigation into the left-wing Momentum group shows how some members are seeking to take 

over key positions within the local Labour party. 

The investigation report, carried out by other local Labour party members, is also based on 

documents including “Socialism and Democracy in Riverside CLP: A preparation for the AGM” 



 

 

which outline a “two phase plan for mass recruitment into the Labour Party” 

Riverside MP Louise Ellman said she was “appalled” by the “extent and nature of the organisation 

Momentum have been undertaking within Liverpool Riverside CLP”. 

“Neither the Labour Party nor the people of Liverpool can afford to travel down this road again. 

The Party must now take firm action and move to suspend this group and the individuals 

responsible.” 

A North West Labour spokesperson said: “Any complaints of bullying or intimidation and 

allegations of misconduct are always taken very seriously. We would encourage anyone who has 

been the subject of threats to inform the regional party and contact the police.” 

 

Item 10 –  The Times, 12.01pm on 15 September 2016 

Lucy Fisher summaries key points of an anonymous dossier 

Title: Momentum activists ‘tried to stop anti-Semitism inquiry’ 

Caption: Louise Ellman has complained to Jeremy Corbyn about anti-Semitism at 

constituency meetings 

Link: http://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/momentum-activists-tried-to-stop-antisemitisminquiry- 

hh3jrlzml 

Key quote 

A militant branch of Momentum tried to stop an antisemitism investigation by Labour into three of 

its members, leaked documents have revealed. 

Elizabeth Hayden, a Momentum activist, told members they needed a “clear plan to stop the vote 

for an antisemitism investigation” at a Labour constituency meeting in Liverpool. 

 

Item 11 – 13.26pm, 15 September 2016 

The dossier is published on the Guido Fawkes website 

Title: Leak: Labour moderates infiltrated momentum 

Caption: Red on Red- An investigation into far-left infiltration of the Labour Party in Liverpool 

since September 2015. 

Link: http://order-order.com/2016/09/15/labour-moderates-secretly-investigated-corbynistas/ 

Preface to the dossier 

Labour Party moderates carried out an off-the-books investigation into the activities of Jeremy 

Corbyn supporters, infiltrating their meetings and private Facebook groups with the aim of leaking 

the findings to the press. Guido has obtained a 19 page document titled “An investigation into far-

left infiltration of the Labour Party in Liverpool since September 2015”. Written in the Labour 

Party’s font, containing highly professional, forensic levels of detail, it contains many of the 

revelations found in this morning’s Times story on Momentum. 

A Labour HQ source denies it is an official Labour Party document. They say they cannot comment 

on who wrote it. Another Labour source says it was written by Labour moderates 

“who found a way into secret Facebook and Google groups that Momentum were using locally to 

coordinate and plan” 

 

Item 12 – Jewish News, 3.49pm on 15 September 2016 

Jewish News quotes Louise Ellman’s tweet and the dossier 

Title: Louise Ellman urges action over abusive activist 

Caption: The Jewish Liverpool MP urged her party to suspend Momentum members ‘hellbent’ 

on attacking her 

Link: http://jewishnews.timesofisrael.com/louise-ellman-urges-action-over-abusive-activist/ 

Key quotes 

Labour MP Louise Ellman has urged her party to suspend a group of left-wing activists who are 

said to have been making plans to oust her from her seat. 



 

 

Activists also drew up a plan to eventually ensure Ellman, who has criticised Jeremy Corbyn’s 

leadership in the past, was deselected as a Labour candidate. 

Online conversations seen by The Times and Liverpool Echo reveal the Momentum branch in 

Ellman’s constituency of Liverpool Riverside conspired to deny her “a supportive base within the 

local structures of the party” and discussed blocking an investigation into anti-Semitism. 

 

 

Item 13 – 15th September 2016 

Emilio Casalicchio summaries key points of an anonymous dossier 

Title: Momentum activist accused Jewish Labour MP of using anti-Semitism to ‘disgrace the left’ 

Caption: An activist backing Jeremy Corbyn accused Jewish Labour MP Louise Ellman of using 

anti-Semitism in the party to “disgrace the left”, it has been claimed 

Link: https://www.politicshome.com/news/uk/political-parties/labourparty/ 

news/78963/momentum-activist-accused-jewish-labour-mp-using 

Key quotes 

Momentum activist Lynda Sergeant said the Liverpool MP, who is chair of the Jewish Labour 

Movement, was pushing the issue at local party meetings with a “martyred/victim look on her face,” 

according to The Times. 

The paper claims a branch of the campaign group – set up to support Mr Corbyn – tried to stop an 

anti-Semitism investigation into three of its members after a complaint from a local councillor. 

One activist, Elizabeth Hayden, reportedly called for a “clear plan to stop the vote for an anti- 

Semitism investigation” at a constituency meeting in Liverpool. 

In a text message, Ms Sergeant, apparently one of the three accused of anti-Semitism, is said to 

have written: “Can I suggest that we leave the anti-Semitism issue until after the local elections. 

“Louise Ellman is ready for it to come up at every CLP and has that martyred/victim look on her 

face whenever it’s mentioned. I think it’s suiting her, shoring up her strategy to disgrace the left.” 

 

 

Item 14 –  Labourlist, 10.01am on 16 September 2016 

Owen Smith alludes to the dossier in one of his final leadership speeches 

Title: Owen Smith evokes 1980s struggle as he brands Momentum “a party within a party” 

Link: http://labourlist.org/2016/09/owen-smith-evokes-1980s-struggle-as-he-brandsmomentum- 

a-party-within-a-party/ 

Key quotes 

Owen Smith will today launch one of the strongest attacks yet on Momentum and say centrist MPs 

face “exactly the same tactics” as used by Militant in the 1980s. 

The challenger will begin his final push for the leadership with a raft of criticisms of Momentum as 

a “party within a party” as he tells voters there are only five days remaining to “save” Labour. 

“The very future of the Party is at stake. Just as we had to fight Militant in the 1980s, we have to 

fight to save the Party we love today. We know what’s at stake, because they’ve started showing 

their hand,” Smith will say. 

“Momentum in Liverpool – some of them exactly the same people as were in Militant all those 

years ago – organising to deselect a Labour MP.” 

 

 

Item 15 – Liverpool Echo, 11.22am on 16 September 2016 

Liam Murphy speaks to Audrey White regarding the dossier’s claim that there was a plot afoot 

regarding the deselection of Louise Ellman 

Title: Momentum dismisses claims of plot to unseat Liverpool Labour MP as ‘absolute nonsense’ 

Link: http://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/news/liverpool-news/momentum-dismisses-claimsplot- 



 

 

unseat-11894812 

Key quotes 

Audrey White said: “We have never at any meeting discussed deselecting our MP.” 

“It’s about winning the debate about anti-austerity. People who support Jeremy Corbyn are in 

the massive majority in the Labour Party. 

“This is people losing the argument and trying to sully everybody’s name because they can’t win 

the debate.” 

Mrs White also hit back at claims Momentum was operating “against the best interests” of the 

Labour party, and said other groups within the party such as Progress and the Co-op are allowed to 

operate. 

She said other groups within Labour such as the “Co-op and Progress all organise, but no one 

complains about them”. 

It [the dossier] was carried out by other local Labour party members and concludes that Riverside 

Momentum group “are actively planning to take control of the Liverpool Riverside” Labour party 

with the aim of bringing about “deselection of its sitting MP and Labour councillors”. 

 

 

Item 16 – Twitter, 10.03am on 21 September 2016 

Nick Small tweets his call for an independent investigation, as reported to The Echo 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Item 17 

– 

Liverpoo

l Echo, 5.29pm on 21 September 2016 

Liam Murphy speaks to both Audrey White and Nick Small regarding the ongoing absence of an 

investigation into Nick Small’s/Louise Ellman’s claims of anti-Semitism 

Title: Liverpool Riverside Labour Party “tainted by slur” of anti-Semitism allegations 

Caption: Investigation yet to be launched five months after complaint made 

Link: http://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/news/liverpool-news/liverpool-riverside-labour-partytainted- 

11919576 

Key quotes 

Labour members in a Liverpool constituency have faced five months of being “tainted” following 

accusations of anti-Semitism it was claimed today. 

But party member Audrey White says despite months elapsing no action has been taken to 

investigate the complaint and this is damaging to other party members. 

She said: “Unsubstantiated claims of anti-Semitism have been made and five months later no one 

has been named as responsible, and no one has been able to defend themselves.” 

“All the members of the constituency party have been tainted by this slur.” 

He [Nick Small] said: “A few months ago I made a formal complaint to the General Secretary of the 

Labour Party about what I felt were unacceptable and anti-Semitic comments made by three 

individuals at meetings of Liverpool Riverside CLP.” 

“It was agreed by the Executive of the CLP at a meeting attended by an official from Labour’s NW 



 

 

Regional Office that a recommendation should be made to the CLP to investigate the complaint 

further. The CLP hasn’t had the opportunity to do this as party meetings have been suspended 

during the leadership election.” 

“Leaked emails last week from a secret Momentum email group show some members, including 

some of those being investigated for allegedly making anti-Semitic comments, conspiring to 

undermine a disciplinary process.” 

“From reading these emails I believe that the disciplinary process has been fundamentally 

compromised and the CLP is no longer in a position to investigate these serious allegation fairly.” 

“I have therefore written again to the General Secretary and Regional Director asking for these 

complaints to be investigated independently.” 

According to a well-placed Labour source the party has yet to launch a formal investigation into the 

complaints. 

The ECHO was told: “The Party is aware of the complaints that have been made and will look into 

them. We take these issues very seriously.” 

 

 

Item 18 – Guardian, 22 September 2016 

Ewen MacAskill reflects on his summer in Liverpool, and interviews Peter Kilfoyle 

Title: The Long Read- Labour & Liverpool: the city that reveals the cracks in the party 

Caption: Liverpool is preparing to host the Labour conference in the wake of bitter infighting 

between party factions. Will the ‘reddest city in the UK’ find a way to unite behind Corbyn? 

Link: https://www.theguardian.com/news/2016/sep/22/labour-and-liverpool-the-city-thatreveals- 

cracks-in-party 

Key quotes 

In the Liverpool Echo on Wednesday, Ellman drew a direct link between Militant and Momentum, 

calling for the suspension of the group. “Momentum are clearly operating against the best interests 

of and, in many instances, in direct opposition to the Labour party,” she said. “Neither the Labour 

party nor the people of Liverpool can afford to travel down this road again.” 

But over three months in Liverpool and Merseyside, this summer I never saw anything remotely 

approaching that. 

The Guardian organised a pub meet-up at the Fly in the Loaf, in the centre of Liverpool, which is 

part of the Riverside constituency, to discuss the state of the party. About 80 people turned up, with 

a mixture of views, from Blairites to Momentum and even former Militant members. For its full 90 

minutes, the meeting was conducted in a respectful, comradely fashion. 

Merseyside has one of the largest and most active concentrations of Momentum members. I have 

met a lot of the younger ones, such as Ross Quinn, Momentum’s spokesperson on Merseyside. I 

have also met Elizabeth Hayden and Ed Mustill, who were named in the pamphlet about far-left 

infiltration. They are all too young to have been engaged in decades of hard left politics and come 

across as idealistic and passionate. 

Sitting in the lounge of the Hard Days Night hotel, Kilfoyle said: “I don’t see any real comparison 

with Militant, which was a tightly organised, highly motivated group with a particular ideological 

stance – quite clear and with a strategy which had been well thought out and which was inimical to 

the interests of the Labour party. I have never seen anything remotely to suggest that Momentum is 

anything like that. 

I see it more as a reaction to [the new Labour group] Progress, representing the rightward elements 

of the Labour party, and Momentum taking up the cause of the left. It is as simple as that.” 

 

Item 19 – Jewish Chronicle, 10.50am on 22 September 2016 

Marcus Dysch and Daniel Sugarman interview Louise Ellman in relation to events in her 

constituency 



 

 

Title: Realed: how activists targeted Louise Ellman 

Link: http://www.thejc.com/news/uk-news/163652/revealed-how-activists-targeted-louiseellman 

Key quotes 

Activists from the hard-left Momentum campaign group are using the Israeli-Palestinian conflict to 

stir up tensions across Britain, MPs have claimed. 

The warning came as a document investigating the alleged behaviour of Momentum members in 

Liverpool was leaked. 

The report highlighted how Louise Ellman, the veteran Jewish Liverpool Riverside MP, had been 

targeted by activists in her constituency intent on getting her deselected ahead of the next election. 

One Momentum campaigner was revealed to have suggested approaching Muslims to offer "a more 

progressive stance towards Palestine" while discussing whether Mrs Ellman could be removed. 

Another activist claimed she "uses her position as an MP to support whatever horrors the IDF and 

Israel commits". 

A chain of emails uncovered in the investigation concluded with a campaigner claiming Mrs Ellman 

had a "martyred/victim look on her face" whenever antisemitism was raised at local party meetings. 

Mrs Ellman called on Labour "to take immediate action" following the revelations. "The antisemitic 

remarks that have come to light in this report are disturbing, but sadly unsurprising given the nature 

of recent party meetings," she said. "In the past year the Israel-Palestine conflict has been raised at 

meetings with increasing regularity with the intention of stoking up divisions within the CLP. It is 

clear in this report that figures within Liverpool Momentum have an almost obsessive focus on the 

state of Israel." 

Momentum did not respond to a request for comment. 

 

 

Item 20 – Liverpool Echo, 4.33pm on 22 September 2016 

Alistair Houghton reviews Louise Ellman’s request that Riverside CLP be suspended 

Title: Why Liverpool MP Louise Ellman wants her constituency party to be suspended 

Caption: Party has been hit by claims of entryism and anti-Semitism 

Link: http://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/news/liverpool-news/liverpool-mp-louise-ellmanwants- 

11924610 

Key quotes 

Liverpool Riverside MP Louise Ellman has called for her own constituency party to be suspended 

so an investigation can be launched into allegations of “entryism” and anti-Semitism. 

A complaint was made to party bosses after a Riverside Labour party meeting in April at which 

anti-Semitic remarks were allegedly made. 

And last week an internal party investigation claimed far-left activists from Momentum had been 

trying to take control of the Riverside party to deselect local MP Ms Ellman. 

But this afternoon Ms Ellman said she and a number of officials within the local party were calling 

on Mr Corbyn and party general secretary Iain McNicol “to suspend party activity in Liverpool 

Riverside in order to launch an investigation into last week’s reports of entryism and anti-

Semitism”. 

Ms Ellman said: “I was appalled to read of the extent of Momentum activity within Liverpool 

Riverside CLP. There is clearly evidence of an organised attempt by this group to take over Labour 

Party structures. 

“In addition, I am deeply concerned by evidence of a concerted effort to prevent an investigation 

into the accusations of antisemitism against me. Labour must show it is serious about tackling 

antisemitism and ensure there is no further delay to setting up an independent inquiry into these 

allegations. 

“I am calling upon the leader of the Labour Party to condemn these actions in the strongest possible 

terms and to support my request for a full investigation of Momentum in Liverpool. Until these 



 

 

issues are resolved, the activities of Liverpool Riverside CLP should be suspended.” 

A party source said: The ECHO was told: “The Party is aware of the complaints that have been 

made and will look into them. We take these issues very seriously.” 

 

Item 21 – Liverpol Echo, 23 September 2016 

An example of Louise Ellman’s request that Riverside CLP be suspended being further publicised 

Title: Why Liverpool MP Louise Ellman wants her constituency party to be suspended 

Link: 

http://news.anotao.com/link/gb/20160901123375/www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/news/liverpoolnews/ 

liverpool-mp-louise-ellman-wants-11924610 

Key quotes 

“And last week an internal party investigation claimed far-left activists from Momentum had been 

trying to take control of the Riverside party to deselect local MP Ms Ellman.” 

But this afternoon Ms Ellman said she and a number of officials within the local party were calling 

on Mr Corbyn and party general secretary Iain McNicol “to suspend party activity in Liverpool 

Riverside in order to launch an investigation into last week’s reports of entryism and anti-

Semitism”. 

Ms Ellman said: “I was appalled to read of the extent of Momentum activity within Liverpool 

Riverside CLP. There is clearly evidence of an organised attempt by this group to take over Labour 

Party structures. 

“In addition, I am deeply concerned by evidence of a concerted effort to prevent an investigation 

into the accusations of antisemitism against me. Labour must show it is serious about tackling 

antisemitism and ensure there is no further delay to setting up an independent inquiry into these 

allegations. 

“I am calling upon the leader of the Labour Party to condemn these actions in the strongest possible 

terms and to support my request for a full investigation of Momentum in Liverpool. Until these 

issues are resolved, the activities of Liverpool Riverside CLP should be suspended.” 

But yesterday, in response to Ms White’s comments, a party source said: The ECHO was told: “The 

Party is aware of the complaints that have been made and will look into them. We take these issues 

very seriously.” 

 

 

 

Item 22 – Sky News, 24 September 2016 

Sky News interviews Louise Ellman in relation to her views on the anonymous dossier, and her 

request that her CLP be suspended 

Title: Labour MP demands inquiry over Momentum infiltration 

Link: http://news.sky.com/story/labour-mp-demands-inquiry-over-momentum-infiltration-

10590923 

Key quotes 

A senior Labour MP facing the threat of deselection has told Sky News she has sent a dossier on 

"entryism" by far-left activists to Jeremy Corbyn and party bosses. 

She told Sky News she has sent her evidence to Mr Corbyn and Labour's ruling body, the NEC and 

insists she will fight any attempts by her left-wing opponents to deselect her. 

(The article goes on to include chunks of text from the dossier) 

 

Item 23 – Daily Politics Show, 25 September 2016 

Louise Ellman reiterates her condemnation of the Riverside Momentum group 

Title: Sunday Politics North West 25.09.16 

Link: https://vimeo.com/184205713 



 

 

Content 

Louise Ellman discusses the dossier contents, including the claim that the Riverside Momentum 

group tried to stop an investigation into claims of anti-Semitism. She was successful in attracting 

the support of University of Liverpool’s Professor Jon Tonge: “some of the tactics on Merseyside 

appear to be similar” to Militant 

Jeremy Corbyn and John McDonnell “need to come out and basically condemn what has happened 

in Louise’s constituency” 

Louise Ellman: “I saw the dossier of information” “a lot more people” “that’s why I’m much more 

concerned” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Item 24 – Twitter, 8.19am on 25 September 2016 

Louise Ellman tweets her appearance on the Daily Politics show, repeating her condemnation of the 

Riverside Momentum group 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Item 25 – BBC, 9.09am on 26 September 2016 

Louise Ellman speaks to BBC Radio Merseyside, reiterating her condemnation of the Riverside 

Momentum group 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Item 26 – Liverpool Echo, 13 October 2016 

Liam Murphy speaks with Audrey White, one of the members affected by Louise Ellman’s 

behaviour 

Title: Formal complaint against Liverpool MP over use of ‘dodgy dossier’ 

Caption: Party member has written to Labour bosses after Louise Ellman called for Riverside 

constituency to be suspended 

Link: http://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/news/liverpool-news/formal-complaint-againstliverpool- 

mp-12023001 

Key quotes 



 

 

Momentum and Labour party member Audrey White has now written to the party’s general 

secretary Iain McNicol urging him to step in, saying the document which was used to accuse far left 

groups of infiltrating the party, contains “libellous mis-information”. 

In her letter to party bosses Audrey White says: “I have recently read that Ms Ellman sent this 

document to the general secretary of the Labour Party urging the suspension of the Riverside CLP 

relying on information from this report. 

“If this is true, I ask that the NEC not accept this document and give it no credibility whatsoever as 

this document not only contains falsehoods and whispers, it includes libel.” 

Mrs White told the ECHO the MP should “apologise to me and to members of the party” and said: 

“It’s clearly a dodgy dossier – anything that is unauthored like this is dodgy, and it’s scurrilous. She 

should be apologising to me, for the hurt to my family from the lies in it, and to the constituency.” 

In her letter complaining about the MP she said: “It is wrong for a person holding public office to 

rely on, quote or promote an anonymous document which is full of lies and scurrilous comments.” 

The letter ends: “I find it intolerable that an MP can act in this way and hope that you will take the 

necessary action.” 

Mrs White is also urging the party to press on with investigating claims of anti-semitism from 

earlier this year which she says have been left unresolved and “tainting” local members. 

A Labour spokesperson said: “All complaints are taken seriously. We do not comment on internal 

party matters.” 

 

 

Item 27 – Liverpool Echo, 27 October 2016 

The upcoming NEC investigation is leaked to The Echo 

Title: Labour to investigate claims of anti-Semitism and entryism within Riverside branch 

Caption: Formal investigation to probe claims – and counter claims – made during bitter 

party row 

Link: http://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/news/liverpool-news/labour-investigate-claims-antisemitism- 

12086775 

Key quotes 

The Riverside constituency group will come under scrutiny after Labour’s ruling National 

Executive Committee agreed to probe a host of high-profile allegations. 

The investigation, said to have been sanctioned by Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn, was confirmed 

this week after a meeting of the NEC Disputes Panel. It follows months of infighting that led to 

allegations - which have been denied - that anti-Semitic remarks were made at a party meeting 

earlier this year. 

Those alleged comments are understood to relate to comparisons being made between current 

events in the Middle East and Nazi Germany, and references to conspiracy theories about Israel 

being behind terror group ISIS. 

Following the meeting of the NEC Disputes Panel last week, the party has confirmed plans to 

formally investigate “complaints and counter-complaints of entryism, anti-Semitism and 

uncomradely behaviour within Liverpool Riverside CLP”. 

The probe is expected to report back to the NEC in January. 

A Liverpool Labour source welcomed the probe and said: “I’m pleased that the Labour Party 

nationally is taking such strong and decisive action - and that this is happening with Jeremy 

Corbyn’s support. 

“It’s really good that the Labour Party has so many new members under Jeremy’s leadership and the 

vast majority have joined to make a positive contribution. 

“Unfortunately a small number of people - some from far left groups banned by Labour and others 

with a record of hostility against Labour going back many years - have joined for less positive 

reasons. 



 

 

“A small number of members have created a deeply hostile, pernicious environment at meetings, 

where heated views have been expressed, at times going way beyond what is acceptable in a 

progressive political party. 

“Frankly, some of these views have been anti-Semitic in my view and have no place in the 

Labour Party.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


